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Emissions regulations and fuel specifications
Maintaining awareness of worldwide developments
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performance, fuel consumption and carbon dioxide
emissions. Automotive fuel specifications, including
reference or certiﬁcation fuels, are also documented.
Due to the increasing number and complexity of developments in motor vehicle emission regulations and fuel
speciﬁcations, the two-part report format introduced in
1997 has been continued.
●

Part 1 provides the latest summary and update on
current and enacted future automotive emissions
legislation and fuel quality regulations. The latest
update includes details from 2000–03 and has been
re-shaped into geographic format for easier reading.
It replaces the previous Part 1 (CONCAWE report
no. 3/02). For further details and historical
information, the reader is directed to Part 2.

●

The ﬁrst edition of Part 2 was published as CONCAWE
Report No 6/97 and covered the years 1970–96. The
second edition of Part 2 (CONCAWE report no. 2/01)
covered the period 1996–2000. The complete history
of the development of automotive emissions
regulations and fuel speciﬁcations is thus covered by
the new Part 1 and the two editions of Part 2.

